Aeroacoustic wind tunnels, which consist of large measuring sections, such as anechoic rooms, and open jets, are generally applied as test facilities to measure aerodynamic noise generated around vehicles. In aeroacoustic wind tunnels, it is easy to generate flow-induced low-frequency fluctuations resulting in pressure fluctuations or velocity fluctuations associated with vortices or turbulence in the open jet. These low-frequency fluctuations are generated by various flow-induced phenomena, such as swaying that occurs in various elements of the circuit, fluctuations propagated from the shear layers or mixing layers of the open jet, and the acoustic resonances of the whole circuit, which often become serious problems, generally called pulsations, at particular wind speeds. Because these low-frequency fluctuations may affect the measured pressure and velocity of a flow around vehicles in measuring sections, we should aim to reduce or control them when designing aeroacoustic wind tunnels to ensure measurement with high reliability. In this study, we investigate the generating mechanisms and techniques for reducing these low-frequency fluctuations in aeroacoustic wind tunnels by performing experiments on a model wind tunnel. In particular, new techniques for reducing acoustic resonance components such as by installing an acoustic opening in the circuit are proposed and verified by simulations and experiments. Using these techniques for reducing low-frequency fluctuations, the fluctuations of pressure and velocity in the measuring section are markedly decreased over the entire wind speed range.
Introduction
Aeroacoustic wind tunnels, which are generally used as test facilities to measure aerodynamic noise generated around vehicles such as automobiles and trains, consist of a large measuring section, such as an anechoic room, and an open jet as shown in Fig.1 (1-6 ). This open jet includes flow-induced sources of low-frequency pressure and velocity fluctuations such as vortices or turbulence depending on the jet structure.
These low-frequency fluctuations have various generating mechanisms based on flow-induced phenomena associated with the flow patterns in the measuring section or the acoustic properties in the whole circuit of the wind tunnel. Specific examples of these phenomena, shown in Especially, fluctuations induced by the acoustic resonances of the whole circuit are generally called acoustic resonance components or tunnel mode components (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) . These are related to the wind speed and often increase to become serious problems such as pulsations at particular wind speeds. In the late reports about the pulsations in existing wind tunnels (5) (6) (7) (8) , it is explained that pulsations occur when the frequencies of the edge-tone feedback loop between the nozzle and the collector agree with the acoustic resonances in the closed circuit of the wind tunnel. In that case, the flow in the measuring section becomes unstable with large fluctuations and cannot be controlled; therefore, the effective wind speed is limited. Thus, pulsations are major problems for aeroacoustic wind tunnels. Concerning countermeasures for the pulsations, some investigations to apply Helmholtz resonators (2) and active damping systems (3) have been reported; however, they are limited to each pulsation phenomenon occurred in existing wind tunnels and seem to be unsuitable for the initial design for wind tunnels.
Considering the above-mentioned low-frequency fluctuations in aeroacoustic wind tunnels, especially acoustic resonance components, which are treated as quasi-pulsations, the authors have executed further investigations, including various experiments using a model wind tunnel, about generating mechanisms and appropriate reducing techniques of low-frequency fluctuations. In the following sections, details of these investigations are described.
Investigations of low-frequency fluctuations

Experiments using a model wind tunnel
The low-frequency fluctuations of pressure and velocity in aeroacoustic wind tunnels consisting of an open-jet are higher than those in wind tunnels consisting of a ducted measuring section, called a closed cart, without an anechoic room. Therefore, the flow structure of the open jet, which includes strong and various vortices or turbulence, is a major cause of fluctuations. While the vortices are repeatedly decaying or combining with each other, a variety of fluctuations with various frequencies according to the size and velocity of each vortex are generated. Concerning the theory of vortex sound proposed by Powell (9) , pressure fluctuations generated by abrupt acceleration and deceleration of these About the circuit duct of the wind tunnel, because the vortices or turbulence in the measuring section are conducted through the collector, they can generate additional fluctuations in the duct. Furthermore, the separation of the flow in the duct locally emits vortices or turbulence and causes the other fluctuations in the wind tunnel circuit. On the other hand, the duct of the wind tunnel has low-frequency acoustic resonances according to the duct length; therefore, there is ability to increase specific fluctuations with the same frequencies as the acoustic resonances.
To investigate the above-mentioned phenomena of low-frequency fluctuations, a model wind tunnel consisting of the measuring section with an open-jet and the circuit duct was constructed in Takasago Research and Development Center of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd. To simulate the same fluctuations as those in the actual aeroacoustic wind tunnel, the model wind tunnel was designed to have similar flow properties with a realistic wind tunnel for vehicles. As same as the realistic wind tunnel, the model wind tunnel included an axial fan, a nozzle, a collector, a measuring section, four corner bends, a rectifying duct, and a heat exchanger. Referred to well-known existing aeroacoustic wind tunnels in the world, the size of the model was about one-tenth scale, the nozzle had 700mm wide and 450mm high, the measuring section had 1500mm long, and a total length of the circuit was 26m. The specifications of the model wind tunnel are shown in Table 1 and a photograph of it is shown in Fig.3 .
The cross-section area of the duct in the model wind tunnel was appro-priately adjusted so as not to increase the pressure loss; thus, the total pressure loss was similar to that of the realistic wind tunnel. The fan had the similar performance to an actual one and could flow the same range of wind speed as the realistic wind tunnel; therefore the maximum wind speed in the model wind tunnel was 250km/h. Because the wind speed and acoustic speed in the model wind tunnel were the same as those in the realistic wind tunnel, frequencies of fluctuations were depend on the only size of wind tunnels. Therefore, the frequency observed in the model wind tunnel was about ten times higher than the frequency predicted in the realistic wind tunnel. On the other hand, the acoustic properties of the duct, such as the sound-absorbing and transmission loss coefficients, were not sufficiently matched; however, both damping coefficients in the total duct were almost the same.
In experiments using the model wind tunnel, the fluctuations of static pressure and velocity during operation were measured. Static pressure fluctuations were measured using a differential pressure transducer. The transducer was connected to a static pressure probe of 6mm in diameter with a plastic tube of 700mm long. Another long plastic tube was attached to the reference port of the transducer, which terminated in the air outside the measuring section. Because the probe and tube induced undesirable frequency responses, correction tests using a speaker and low-frequency microphones were executed in advance to obtain a corrected result. Velocity fluctuations were measured using a Kanomax 7106 hot-wire anemometer with an I-type probe.
All measuring points of pressure and velocity fluctuations, as shown in Fig.4 , were set in the potential core of the open-jet. In the following figures, the measuring points are described with abbreviations; for example, X750W300H400 means a measuring point of 750mm downstream, 300mm to the side from the centerline, 400mm high from the floor.
Results of investigation
As our first investigation, the static pressure and velocity fluctuations in the model wind In these figures, a pulsation occurred at wind speeds of about 65km/h and fluctuations increased at wind speeds of about 155km/h and 220km/h. Fluctuation spectra at these wind speeds are shown in Fig.6 . Several peaks appear in both spectra below 100Hz and are suggested to be the main causes of the increased amplitude of fluctuations at these wind speeds. The frequencies of these peaks are 11Hz, 20Hz, 26Hz, 32Hz, and 47Hz, assuming the acoustic resonance components.
On the other hand, broadband fluctuations between the acoustic resonance components are also high, and should be decreased to reduce low-frequency fluctuations. Therefore, concerning the broadband fluctuations, detailed measurements at wind speed of 140km/h, at which the acoustic resonance components were relatively small, were executed. In this experiment, time domain data of static pressure fluctuations for 60s at four points, three points on the centerline and a corner point were measured, as shown in Fig.7 . In each figure, data to which different low-pass filters of 300Hz and 5Hz were applied are plotted in different colors. Here, frequencies of 300Hz and 5Hz were selected as specific boundaries dividing different features of fluctuations based on some advance experiments. The results show that the amplitudes of the fluctuations below 5Hz have little variation and are almost independent of the position in the measuring section, whereas those below 300Hz increase with the distance from the center of the nozzle.
Furthermore, the static pressure fluctuations on a cross section of 750mm downstream from the nozzle exit were measured. Measured RMS amplitudes up to 300Hz and peak-to-peak (P-P) amplitudes up to 5Hz for normalized static pressure fluctuations are shown in Fig.8 . The horizontal axis denotes the horizontal position relative to the center. The data of different heights are compared. These figures show that fluctuations up to 300Hz have an uneven distribution with low values near the center and high values near the edges, while fluctuations up to 5Hz are almost uniform except at points near the edges.
With these results mentioned above, there are two components of fluctuations separated by a border frequency of about 5Hz based on some advance experiments. One is a uniform component throughout the whole measuring points and it is independent of the position in the measuring section; therefore, it is assumed not to be generated in the measuring section but to be propagated from the circuit ducts in the wind tunnel. Thus, we call this component the "swaying component". On the other hand, the other is an uneven component; therefore, it is assumed to be generated in the measuring section. To investigate the mechanism of this component, spectra for fluctuations up to 300Hz were compared. Some spectra of static pressure fluctuations measured at points on the cross section 750mm The measured data of 11Hz and 26Hz are shown in Fig.10 . These frequencies match the major peaks that appeared at wind speeds of 70km/h and 170km/h, respectively. In the figures, the horizontal axis denotes the distance from the nozzle exit up to about 26m, and the vertical axes denote the phase and gain values of the transfer functions. The data show that the components of 11Hz and 26Hz correspond to the first and second modes in the model wind tunnel, respectively, because the former component has one pair of opposite phases and two lobes indicating gain and the latter component has two pairs of opposite phases and four lobes indicating gain.
On the basis of the above results, the phenomena of the low-frequency fluctuations investigated by experiments using the model wind tunnel are summarized in Table 2 . In the table, similarities of phenomena and frequency ranges between the model wind tunnel and realistic aeroacoustic wind tunnel, which are about ten times larger than the model are described for every component. In addition, appropriate countermeasures for reducing each phenomenon are included. The entrainment system indicated in the table is applied to aeroacoustic wind tunnels to reduce aerodynamic noise (10), as shown in Fig.1 . In the system, ambient air is taken in as an entrainment flow, and the surplus flow is released to the ambient air through an outlet. The pile-fabric material is a furlike material with fine fibers of about 10mm long applied on the inner surface of the collector to reduce aerodynamic noise (10) (11) . The acoustic opening is an original countermeasure developed in this investigation. 
Techniques of reducing low-frequency fluctuations
In accordance with the results described in Section 2, countermeasures to reduce the low-frequency fluctuations were executed and evaluated using the model wind tunnel.
However, to reduce the component associated with the shear layer or mixing layer, it is necessary to change the structure of the open jet as expanding of the nozzle size for example. Because it is a drastic change for the realistic wind tunnel, the countermeasure for this component is excluded.
Swaying component
The swaying component is defined to be generated at each duct of the wind tunnel circuit and propagate to the measuring section. Therefore, it is appropriate to prevent the generation of flow separation, vortices, and turbulence in every duct. To confirm the effectiveness of such a countermeasure, a careful survey of the duct shapes in the model wind tunnel was performed and some of the ducts were redesigned. For example, the diffuser duct downstream of the fan was reshaped with a cross-section area that increased more gradually than that in the original duct. Furthermore, the entrainment system (10) was applied to smooth the flow conducted by the collector, and a pile-fabric material (10) (11) was set on the inner surface of the collector to reduce the pressure fluctuations.
The result of applying the above countermeasures is shown in Fig.11 . In the figure, P-P amplitudes of normalized static pressure fluctuations up to 5Hz are indicated. The horizontal axis denotes the distance from the nozzle exit and the legends denote five measurement positions. Here, the solid lines denote the measured amplitudes with the countermeasures and the dotted lines denote amplitudes for the original configuration. With this result, it is confirmed that the countermeasures have an effect to reduce the swaying component; however it is a limited effect.
Acoustic resonance component
Guidelines for countermeasures
The acoustic resonance component is generated by the phenomenon that flow-induced fluctuations promote acoustic resonances in the wind tunnel circuit. Therefore, countermeasures to reduce the flow-induced fluctuations and control the acoustic resonances in the circuit are necessary. For the former, the same countermeasures as those for the swaying component indicated in Section 3.1 are appropriate.
On the other hand, to control the acoustic resonances, countermeasures to change the acoustic modes, as shown in Fig.10 , are necessary; therefore, it is effective to install an additional acoustic boundary in the middle of the closed wind tunnel circuit. For the acoustic boundary, an acoustic opening, treated as having an acoustic impedance of zero, is the most appropriate. Fortunately, as the entrainment system has an outlet in the wind tunnel circuit, it is possible to use this outlet as an acoustic opening by adjusting its position. 
Analysis of the acoustic opening using scattering matrix method
The acoustic opening must be set at an appropriate position to effectively prevent the occurrence of the acoustic resonance modes in the circuit. Therefore, an assessment method to predict the acoustic resonance in the model wind tunnel is necessary. There are several simulation methods based on one-dimensional analysis, such as the transfer matrix method (12-13), the normal mode method (14) , and the scattering matrix method (15) . Here, the scattering matrix method was selected because it is the only method that can be applied to a closed circuit such as a wind tunnel. The method treats the structure of the wind tunnel as a set of elements connected one-dimensionally. It predicts the acoustic pressures and particle velocities at the boundary between each pair of elements. Details of this scattering matrix method are described in Appendix.
Using this method, simulations to predict the effect of the acoustic opening were performed. The analytical model of the wind tunnel circuit was divided into 35 elements, and each element was connected one-dimensionally to other elements. Then, two different calculations, with and without the acoustic opening, were applied. In both calculations, a unique particle velocity independent of frequency was set at the center of the nozzle exit as a monopole source, and the spectra of acoustic pressure at the center of the measuring section (450mm downstream from the nozzle exit, 150mm high) were evaluated. A comparison of results calculated by the scattering matrix method is shown in Fig.12 .
In the figure, without the acoustic opening, some acoustic resonance components with peaks at 10Hz, 14Hz, 21.5Hz, 26Hz, 33Hz, and so forth, are distinguished. These frequencies except for 14Hz are almost the same as the peak frequencies of 11Hz, 20Hz, 26Hz, and 32Hz measured in the model wind tunnel. On the other hand, with the acoustic opening, the frequencies of the acoustic resonance components are markedly changed from those without the acoustic opening, and the fluctuation amplitudes are decreased by about 2-15dB. Therefore, the countermeasure of an acoustic opening as the outlet of the entrainment system has an effect to reduce the acoustic resonance components.
However, because there are some problems to set the acoustic damping for an acoustic opening, the accuracy of calculations is not clear. For detailed tunings of the position of the acoustic opening, more improvement of this method is necessary in future.
Effect of acoustic opening
To confirm the effect of the acoustic opening on reducing the acoustic resonance components, an acoustic opening was set as the outlet of the entrainment system in the model wind tunnel, and experiments were performed. Here, two types of acoustic opening were prepared.
One was a concentrated type, referred to as "countermeasure A", with a comparatively large opening on the duct between the first and second corners downstream of the collector. The other was a Fig.10 , separate and comparatively small openings were additionally set on the duct between the collector and the first corner to prevent the formation of this acoustic mode downstream of the collector, because countermeasure A seemed insufficient to reduce the 26Hz component according to Fig.12 . In addition, the entrainment system and the pile-fabric material were applied for both countermeasures. A diagram of the acoustic opening positions is shown in Fig.13 and details of the two countermeasures are listed in Table 3 . The flow quantity ratio in the table denotes the ratio of quantity of flow extracted through each opening to that of the main wind. Fig. 14. In the figures, the measured phase and gain values of the transfer functions of the 11Hz component at a wind speed of 70km/h and the 26Hz component at wind speed of 170km/h are compared with the original data without any countermeasures. For the 11Hz component, the phase becomes dispersed and the gain is decreased by about 10dB compared with the original data. Therefore, it is clear that the countermeasure B is effective and that the acoustic resonance of the 11Hz component is reduced. On the other hand, for the 26Hz component, the phase becomes slightly dispersed; however, the gain is almost unchanged.
Effect of using all countermeasures
Applying the countermeasures for reducing both the swaying component and the acoustic resonance components, experiments were performed using the model wind tunnel. The measured results for the dependence of static pressure and velocity fluctuations on wind speed are shown in Fig.15 . In the figure, for the three types of wind tunnel 
Conclusions
We investigated the reduction of low-frequency fluctuations in aeroacoustic wind tunnels using a model wind tunnel. The major results of this investigation are listed as follows.
(1) The phenomena that generate low-frequency fluctuations in the model aeroacoustic wind tunnels were clarified to be as follows: shapes, installing an entrainment system, and applying a pile-fabric material were proposed, the effectiveness of which was confirmed by the model tests. (3) To reduce the acoustic resonance components, the countermeasure of setting an acoustic opening as the outlet of the entrainment system was proposed and assessed by a simulation using the scattering matrix method, the effectiveness of which was confirmed by tests on the model wind tunnel. (4) Upon applying the countermeasures, a significant reduction of low-frequency fluctuations was achieved, and fluctuation amplitudes over the entire range of wind speeds were comparatively flat.
The scattering matrix method can be applied to a closed circuit such as a wind tunnel. The method treats the structure of the wind tunnel as a set of elements connected one-dimensionally and predicts the acoustic pressures and particle velocities at the boundary between each pair of elements. A diagram of this method is shown in Fig.A1 and the fundamental equations 1-5 are given below. 
